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Abstract
Medical record is a data that must be protected since only authorized person is allowed to access it. The problem is called
conﬁdentiality problem. Conﬁdentiality problem can be solved without addition of ﬁles but by inserting the medical record into its
corresponding medical image. In the previous research [1], a medical record was inserted into the region of non interest of medical
image using a scheme which is adopted from[2]. In this paper, we provide a performance comparison of the data hiding scheme
based on graph coloring using two evolutionary algorithms, namely genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of ICGTIS 2015.
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1. Introduction
Recently, digital medical images and medical records of patients are used widely and their transmission via com-
puter network is a common practice [3,4]. Since a secure network is hard to ﬁnd, many methods to protect medical
images and medical records are developed. For medical record, conﬁdentiality is the most important thing since only
the patient and authorized person is allowed to access it. Usually, a cryptography or steganography technique is used
to protect medical record conﬁdentiality. However, conﬁdentiality problem can be solved not only by addition of ﬁles
but also by inserting a medical record to its corresponding medical image[5]. Embedding secret data into an image to
conceal the secret data is called steganography. The image will change but the most important thing is that no one can
read the secret data without a particular key. The unreadable secret data is the crucial point when medical images are
accompanied by medical records of the patient-related.
Vector Quantization (VQ) is one of classical quantization techniques that allows the modeling of probability density
functions by the distribution of prototype vectors. VQ works by dividing a large set of vectors into groups having
similarities. Many blocks in images have similarities so that an image can be divided into several blocks, and then
each block is quantiﬁed based on the similarity with a dictionary called codebook[6]. In [7], we provide a digital
image compression using graph coloring quantization which is adopted from VQ principle. Many researchers divide
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the codebook into some clusters then manipulating the quantization process. The clustering process is a signiﬁcant
role since it decided the obtained images quality and data insertion capacity which can be concealed. The clustering
process based on a graph coloring is rarely used.
Yue et al. in [2] provides a data hiding scheme on greyscale image based on VQ and graph coloring which has
good performance regarding the insertion capacity. In [1], we design a data hiding scheme of a medical record which
is inserted into the region of non interest of medical image using a scheme which is adopted from[2]. In this paper, we
provide an implementation of data hiding scheme using VQ and graph coloring which is built based on evolutionary
algorithms, namely genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO). In [2], Yue et al. propose a PSO
algorithm for a graph coloring in the data hiding scheme. PSO is known for its simplicity, robustness, and adaptability
for various optimization problems[8]. Meanwhile, the proposed scheme use a GA to color the graph because the
algorithm was able to scale across the diﬀerent graphs and produce an optimum solution[9]. In this paper we show
that the GA provide a better performance than PSO algorithm in term of computational time.
2. Proposed Hiding Scheme
In medical image, there are two regions namely region of interest (ROI) and region of non-interest (RONI) as
shown in Figure 1. ROI is a sensitive part of medical image since change in ROI can lead to misdiagnosis.
Fig. 1. The Illustration of ROI-RONI Splitting of Digital Image
In this paper, medical record as secret text data is inserted into a medical image using a scheme in ﬁgure 2.
Fig. 2. A General Scheme
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Based on Figure 2, there are two inputs i.e. medical image as cover image and a secret text data. First, to increase
the hiding capacity, secret text data is compressed using Huﬀman Algorithm. In the same time, RONI part is separated
from its ROI. Next, secret data will be embedded in the RONI part. Next, RONI part which is embedded with secret
data is merged with ROI part. The output of this scheme are stego image and key. Stego image is an image that contain
secret data. The secret data in stego image can not be concealed without the key. Embedding procedure is adopted
from[2] and described in Figure 3, but we modify the coloring process.
Fig. 3. Embedding Process
Originally, the embedding procedure resembles the VQ procedure, but with some modiﬁcations. Detailed process
of embedding procedure is described as follows.
a. Codebook generating
Similar with VQ, ﬁrst step is codebook generating. As Lu[6] explained, a group of training vectors are clustered to
construct a codebook. A codebook is a set of codewords. Codeword is vector that represent a 4x4 pixels block. One
of codebook generating algorithm is Linde Buzo Gray (LBG) algorithm. This research will use LBG since it is easy
to be implemented.
b. Graph constructing
In contrast with VQ, in the embedding procedure, the codebook will undergo a graph generating process. In graph
generating process, a vertex v is added for each codeword cw in the codebook. To determine whether an edge exists
between vertex v[i] and v[ j] which representating cw[i] and cw[ j], the scheme will check the Euclidean Distance
between cw[i] and cw[ j]. If the Euclidean Distance is not exceed a constant coeﬃcient ad j−tresh, an edge between
v[i] and v[ j] will be added.
c. Graph coloring and reﬁning
Next process, the generated graph is colored using a number of color. The number of color should equal to 2b, where
b is a natural number. In this paper, color is represented in integer. Color ={0, 1, 2, 3, ..., 2b − 1} with each color
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coresponding with b bit of secret message. For example, if the number of color=8, the colors are: = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}
={000,001,010,011,100,101,110,111}. To solve graph coloring problem which is classiﬁed as NP-complete prob-
lem, this research use Evolutionary Algorithm namely Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)[8] and Genetic Algorithm
(GA)[9]. In this paper, PSO and GA is conducted together to compare their performance. After graph coloring, the
colored graph is reﬁned by check every vertex and delete vertex which does not meet the criteria. The criteria is :every
color should be found in a certain distance from the vertex. Graph reﬁning is performed to anticipate a failure in
quantization process.
d. Quantization
The last step of embedding procedure is the quantization process which has input including secret bit data, RONI,
codebook, and reﬁned graph. Meanwhile, output are a key and RONI containing embedded data. The ﬁrst step, RONI
is divided into 4x4 blocks and the scheme reads the ﬁrst block. Next, iteration step, by using euclidian distance, the
scheme searchs codeword cw that is most similar with current block (the scheme searchs vertex v that is coresponding
with codeword cw). Next, the scheme checks whether there exist v in reﬁned graph. If there exists v in reﬁned graph,
from secret bit data, b bit is retrieved as x where 2b= number of colors. If there is no v in reﬁned graph, state cw as
output. Next, search using Breadth First Search for vertex v′ which is connected with v and satisﬁed color (v′) = x
and the scheme searchs codeword cw′ that coresponding with codeword v′, state cw′ as output. If current block is the
last block, end quantization process. If current block is not the last block, move next block as current block and go to
iteration step.
3. Testing and Analysis
In this paper, we provide two scenario of testing. The ﬁrst scenario, the comparison of computational time between
PSO and GA scheme in performing of graph coloring. The second scenario aims to know hiding capacity. In the both
of scenario, codebook size is varying between 64, 128, 256. Since a graph always colored by using 2b colors, testing
is conducted with number of color equal to 8, 16, and 32, alternately.
Table 1. Computational Time and Hiding Capacity of the Proposed Scheme
No. Codebook Number Comp. time (second) Hiding Capacity (bit)
size of colors GA PSO GA PSO
1 64 8 0,069 0,266 19.710 13.977
2 64 16 0,072 1,523 8.200 9.780
3 64 32 0,072 11,130 2.690 19.235
4 128 8 0,179 2,077 4.473 4.350
5 128 16 0,127 12,465 3.184 9.364
6 128 32 0,166 50,991 9.670 8.373
7 256 8 0,376 7,975 15.129 12.363
8 256 16 0,384 14,299 22.304 22.300
9 256 32 0,409 39,668 39.825 24.975
Based on Table 1, computational time of GA scheme is always lower than PSO scheme. Along with increase
in the codebook size and number of colors which are used, resulting graph will become more complex so that the
computational time will increase as well. However, the computational time of PSO scheme increase dramatically
compared to GA scheme . For example, with codebook size 64 and number of colors 8, GA scheme needs 0.069
seconds and PSO scheme needs 0.266 seconds to color the graph. Meanwhile, with codebook size 256 and number
of colors 32, GA scheme needs 0.409 seconds and PSO scheme needs 39.668 seconds to color the graph. While
computational time of GA scheme increase by 6 times from previous case, computational time of the PSO scheme
increase by 148 times.
In term of hiding capacity, GA scheme and PSO scheme give almost similar performance. This occurred because
the number of colors used in both of the algorithms is proportional to the number of bits that can be hidden in a block.
When RONI (embedding area) has 9060 block or equal to 144960 pixels, PSO sometimes gives better result such as
codebook size 256 and number of colors 32. In another case, GA scheme provides higher hiding capacity than PSO
scheme.
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4. Conclusions
Based on the analysis of the testing results, it can be concluded that graph coloring using evolutionary algorithm
can support a data hiding scheme on medical image. Both PSO and GA as evolutionary algorithm can be used to
solve graph coloring problem on the proposed scheme. PSO and GA in data hiding scheme give approximately same
performance in the hiding capacity. In term of computational time, GA scheme constantly provides better performance
than PSO scheme which is used by original scheme[2]. Therefore we recommend the use of GA in the data hiding
scheme to be implemented on mobile devices. In the next research, we would like to propose a new scheme based on
a graph coloring algorithm which is built by decomposition approach like has provided in[10].
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